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SUMMARY

The article reveals the influence of education informatization on the process of computer en-
gineering educators’ professional becoming. It is substantiated that at present education informati-
zation plays the role of a socio-cultural mechanism influencing the formation of an active, enter-
prising, and mobile specialist in the field of vocational education. It is established that the growth 
and complexity of social, economic, and professional information require the computer engineering 
educator to be able to adapt quickly and effectively to new conditions in the labour market. It actu-
alizes the social need for the purposeful formation in such professionals of information and com-
munication skills implying the achievement of professional self-improvement, self-determination, 
and self-positioning.

Keywords: education informatization; information and communication technologies; compu-
ter engineering educators; information and communication competences; psychological and peda-
gogical competences

The relevance of our study is brought about by the identified social contradic-
tion that manifests itself in the social need arising in computer engineering educa-
tors to have a certain level of information and communication competence. It is 
caused by the general informatization of society and the insufficient satisfaction 
of this need by modern professional education. That is, there is a contradiction be-
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tween social demands and the satisfaction of these requests by higher vocational 
education.

The information society involves a new, qualitatively higher level of produc-
tive forces as compared to the industrial society (Machlup, 1962; Toffler, 1983). 
At the same time, Mikhaylevich (1989, p. 5) believes that the basis of social dy-
namics in society is comprised not of “traditional material resources, but of in-
formation (intellectual) resources – knowledge, science, organizational factors, 
people’s intellectual capabilities, their initiative, and creativity”. Informatization 
involves, first of all, the restructuring of social life based on the use of reliable, 
comprehensive, and modern knowledge in all socially significant types of hu-
man activity. Informatization as a material process lies in building the infosphere 
which is the global infrastructure of information acquisition, storage, accumula-
tion, processing, and transmission media. In society, it is analogous to the central 
nervous system. The global computerization and informatization of society, first 
of all, influence the personal culture development level and modern culture in 
general (Mikhaylevich, 1989).

Dzhyncharadze notes that modern culture is filled with the content of the 
society that upholds it, namely, “post-industrial society”, “mass media socie-
ty”, “information society”. The main attribute of such societies is their social 
and cultural nature. The high level of new information technology determines 
the appropriate level of cultural development. It is about culture as a universal 
phenomenon that includes both work and professional culture (Dzhyncharadze, 
1997, p. 174).

The leading countries of the world recognize the informatization of soci-
ety as an important factor in national development. Ramskyi (2002) emphasiz-
es that the decisive role in the informatization of society belongs to education 
informatization as a process aimed at improving education quality, as well as 
the elaboration, implementation, support, and development of new information 
technology in all types of educational activities. He argues that the process of 
education informatization has led to the need to understand the information cul-
ture, not only as a habitual ability to use the full range of information technol-
ogy in one’s daily work and life but also as a special thinking style (Ramskyi, 
2002). Zhaldak and Ramskyi (2010) stress that educational process informatiza-
tion should be pedagogically appropriate, theoretically and experimentally justi-
fied. It will help to solve one of the important social problems – the problem of 
population employment.

Education informatization creates prerequisites for the widespread imple-
mentation of psychological and pedagogical developments that provide a tran-
sition from the mechanical acquisition of factual knowledge to mastering skills 
needed for the independent acquisition of new knowledge. It gives a real oppor-
tunity to increase the scientific character of pedagogical experiment methods, 
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maximally approach its methods and organizational forms to scientific exper-
imental and research methodology, and provides an introduction to modern 
methods of working with information, educational activity intellectualization 
(Robert, 1991).

Regarding the informatization of education, academician Yershov (1998) 
noted that the real way of the integration of the latest information technology, 
computer equipment and various educational subjects into this area is a matrix.

On the one hand, its dimensions are science, methodology, textbooks, com-
puters, software, institution infrastructure, the training and retraining of teachers 
who are not competent in the field of computer technology. On the other hand, 
clearly defined forms and methodology of information and communication tech-
nology implementation to the educational process are no less important.

Therefore, the informatization of education is a complex process and the 
choice of the right strategy is crucial to its effectiveness and expediency. It is con-
nected with the provision of education institutions’ computerization, the creation 
of appropriate scientific and methodological support, the retraining of existing 
professionals and training of new ones in the field of vocational education, includ-
ing computer engineering educators, new labour market conditions.

Academician Bykov (2014) emphasizes that the modern stage of social devel-
opment is characterized by a significant increase in the role of knowledge – a lead-
ing productive factor of modern intellectual and spiritual development. This leads 
to the expansion and deepening of scientific research and experiment carried out in 
various sectors of society, at all levels. On this basis, the existing and emerging fields 
of knowledge, high-tech solutions (e.g. nano- and biotechnology, space technology, 
artificial intelligence, educational technology, health and agriculture technology, in-
formation and communication technology, etc.), and new highly intelligent auto-
matic and automated high-performance tools are developed and created. According 
to the scientist, in order to solve the problems connec ted with the informatization of 
society, it is necessary to reform education and modernize future specialists’ training 
content in different industries. First of all, it concerns the quality of graduates’ infor-
mation technology literacy, in particular, computer engineering educators, since the 
competition prevailing in the modern market of educational services increases the 
requirements for their professional training (Bykov, 2014).

Education informatization causes changes in its procedural component. 
Despite some conceptual differences in some issues of educational informatiza-
tion, such researchers as Hershunskyi (1987) and Makarenko (2013) agree that the 
integration of information technology into the educational process in higher edu-
cation institutions will promote its individualization, differentiation, intensifica-
tion and, as a result, its optimization and improvement. According to Makarenko 
(2013), information technology potential as a support for the development of the 
student’s personality is indispensable. It ensures their ability to think alternatively, 
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to develop a strategy of finding solutions for both educational and practical prob-
lems, to predict the results of the implementation of decisions made based on the 
modeling of objects, phenomena, processes, relationships between them.

The use of information and communication technology in the study of the 
elements of science by engineering educators boosts educational process efficien-
cy in terms of mastering the ability to acquire and retrieve knowledge, to mas-
ter common cognition methods and the strategy of learning educational material, 
to make an independent choice of the educational activity mode, organizational 
forms, and teaching methods.

Information and communication technology in the educational process makes it 
possible to redirect the main teacher’s assistance to make students solve creative, re-
search, and problematic tasks (Makarenko, 2013; Nisimchuk, Padalka, 2013). Among 
the recent domestic studies on the development of information and communication 
technology in education, special consideration should be made of the collective mon-
ograph edited by Bykov (2010) in which particular attention is paid to the theoretical 
and practical issues of forming a common education information space.

Scientists Vdovychyn and Yatsyshyn (2013) point out that the informatiza-
tion of education is an important component of modern society development. 
The creation of an open educational environment and formation of its tools and 
technologies which include modern information and communication technology 
and computer-oriented resources is a priority of open education (Vdovychyn, Yat-
syshyn, 2013).

Therefore, changing goals and education content modernization have become 
a major driving force behind the process of vocational education informatization. 
All these global transformations require proper centralized coordination as, with 
the formation of the information society, the category “information” has become 
crucial and is one of the driving forces for the development of information, social, 
and socio-pedagogical systems.

Initially, the word “information” has appeared in Latin, and there was no 
Ukrainian equivalent up until a certain time. It was used exclusively in the sense 
of “idea, science” (Semenyuk, 1994). Yasinskyi (1999) concludes that “informa-
tion” as a philosophical concept fulfills a double function: 1) ascertaining and re-
cording the flow of information at a particular point in time; 2) the use of accumu-
lated information as a retrospective function.

Morze (2003), one of the leading domestic scientists in the field of computer 
science, notes that the concept of “information” is one of original, primary, and 
unspecified ones. He interprets the term “information” as an explanation, presen-
tation, awareness.

Information is considered today not only as a spiritual product. Information as 
a product can be compared to other assets of civilization. Information is an object 
of observation and, at the same time, it acts as “raw material” for the production of 
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new information and material values (Dzhyncharadze, 1997). Therefore, the result 
of information production is messages, knowledge which become social informa-
tion only when they are subjectified by material media.

In the process of information society formation, there arises a need to cre-
ate information space in which citizens’ rights to information and information re-
sources will be implemented, and understanding the essence of the “information” 
concept and its variations as well as the importance of the role of new knowledge 
and information technology in the development of all social spheres, in particular 
in the field of vocational education. At the same time, global informatization as 
a social and historical phenomenon contributes to the development of a qualita-
tively new component in the human culture – the computerized information cul-
ture (Shkurba, 1989).

The philosopher Abdeev (1994) believes that in the process of the individ-
ual’s information culture formation it is necessary to be guided by the idea that 
a computer is a tool that has decisively changed the process of scientific knowl-
edge production due to the delegation of control functions to technological sys-
tems. In these circumstances, human thinking should be more focused on the crea-
tive evaluation of results. According to the author, the individual’s creativity and 
intuition should be developed in interaction with the computer. The qualitative 
novelty of computer technology as a cultural and creative beginning lies in the 
fact that it significantly extends human cognitive capabilities (Abdeev, 1994).

The analysis of the problem under examination allows to conclude that the 
future computer engineering educator not only acquires knowledge and practical 
skills but also masters the accepted system of values in society, learns to use cri-
teria and categories created by culture to evaluate events and phenomena for fore-
casting activity results (Gurevich, Kademiia, 2006). In such a way, information 
culture is formed. Therefore, information culture is now regarded as a necessary 
attribute and a product of education, as well as a tool of familiarization with dif-
ferent types of professions. Information culture in this professional aspect is based 
on the design and technological approach.

Considering the decisive role of society and vocational education informati-
zation in the process of future computer engineering educators’ professional be-
coming, we consider it necessary to specify the stages of such specialists’ prepa-
ration for professional activity in the modern information society. They are the 
following: formation of information culture foundations, information and com-
munication skills as well as psychological and pedagogical competence.

The first stage involves the formation of logic and algorithmic, conceptu-
al, visual and system-combinatorial thinking; emotional and positive orienta-
tion to practical activity; objective attitude to the possibilities and expediency 
of the use of computers and information and communication technology in 
a particular situation; personal responsibility for decision-making and activity 
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results based on the integration of design and technology as well as informa-
tion activities.

The second stage involves information and communication competence for-
mation in future computer engineering educators. Competence, including IT one, 
as the highest step in the formation of any personality, is a prerequisite for a crea-
tive search. As a necessary part of future computer engineering educators’ profes-
sional development, it should prepare specialists for the organization of independ-
ent work, in particular, using Internet technologies, ability to apply information 
and communication technologies in their professional activity.

The third stage involves psychological and pedagogical competence develop-
ment as a component of professional excellence. Academician Ziazun noted that 
professional competence forms its basis (orientation and professional knowledge 
are the backbone of high professionalism in activities ensuring the integrity of the 
self-organized system) (Ziaziun et al., 1997, p. 31).

Psychological and pedagogical competence as an integrative personal qual-
ity is based on the knowledge of professional, methodological, and psychological 
fields (Kuzmina, 1989, p. 89). It implies the development of a proportional set of 
professional, communicative, and personality traits in future engineering educa-
tors, assisting in educational activities and preparing them for the independent 
education process modeling.

Conclusions. The growth and complexity of social, economic, and profes-
sional information require vocational education professionals to regularly im-
prove their qualifications and skills and be prepared for any changes in their pro-
fessional activity being able to adapt quickly and effectively to new conditions, 
i.e. be mobile. The modernization of vocational education in the conditions of in-
tensive development of the information society in Ukraine is aimed at the forma-
tion in future computer engineering-educators of the internal need to realize and 
generate innovative ideas, to provide conditions for our country to become a part 
of the international information space.

Prospects. In order to effectively address the outlined issues, there is an ur-
gent need to identify ways of professional competence formation in computer en-
gineering educators.
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STRESZCZENIE

W artykule podkreślono wpływ informatyzacji edukacji na proces przygotowania zawodowe-
go inżynierów-pedagogów o profilu komputerowym. Potwierdzono, że informatyzacja edukacji 
odgrywa obecnie rolę społeczno-kulturowego mechanizmu wpływu na kształtowanie się aktywnego, 
pełnego inicjatywy, mobilnego specjalisty w dziedzinie edukacji zawodowej. Ustalono, że wzrost 
i złożoność informacji społecznej, gospodarczej i zawodowej wymagają od inżyniera-pedagoga 
o profilu komputerowym umiejętności szybkiej i skutecznej adaptacji do nowych warunków na rynku 
pracy. Aktualizuje to społeczne zapotrzebowanie na celowe kształtowanie u przyszłych inżynierów- 
-pedagogów o profilu komputerowym kompetencji informacyjno-komunikacyjnych, które zakładają 
osiągnięcie samodoskonalenia zawodowego, samookreślenia i samopozycjonowania.

Słowa kluczowe: informatyzacja edukacji; technologie informacyjno-komunikacyjne; 
inżynierzy-pedagodzy o profilu komputerowym; kompetencje informacyjno-komunikacyjne; kom-
petencje psychologiczno-pedagogiczne


